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Abstract
In this article, I argue that Dworkin’s one-system view of law and morality is not as easy to
refute or dismiss as some would suggest. In a recent article, Dindjer criticizes a new kind of
opposition to legal positivism characterized by both its opposition to a two-system view of law
and morality and its promotion of a one-system alternative picture. By re-examining
Dworkin’s criticisms of the two-system view and by providing additional reasoning of
my own, I show that Dworkin’s one-system interpretative approach is not just sensible but
also promising in refocusing contemporary debates in general jurisprudence on a moral and
political reading of the structural features of law.
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Introduction: A new kind of opposition to legal positivism

In the article “The New Legal Anti-Positivism,” Hasan Dindjer criticizes a “new
wave of anti-positivist writing” that is characterized, at least in part, by its oppo-
sition to an orthodox two-system view of law and morals.1 As a result, Dindjer
sees this new and distinct kind of opposition to legal positivism as promoting a
‘one-system’ view of law and morals, a one-system picture that owes much of its
notoriety or influence to its most prominent proponent, Ronald Dworkin.2

Although Dindjer is correct that Dworkin’s explicit discussion in Justice for
Hedgehogs of both his opposition to the orthodox two-system view of law
and morals, as well as his ‘tree structure’ of law as morality, is both “brief
and suggestive,” I will suggest that a failure to account for Dworkin’s full

1. Hasan Dindjer, “The New Legal Anti-Positivism” (2020) 26:3 Leg Theory 181 at 181.
2. See Ronald Dworkin, Justice for Hedgehogs (Belknap Press, 2011). Dworkin provides a brief

autobiographical paragraph on this change in approach to defending interpretivism (ibid at 402).
Dindjer also attributes a ‘one-system view’ to other authors. See e.g. Scott Hershovitz, “The End
of Jurisprudence” (2015) 124:4 Yale LJ 882; Mark Greenberg, “The Moral Impact Theory of
Law” (2014) 123:5 Yale LJ 1118 at 1308; Jeremy Waldron, “Jurisprudence for Hedgehogs”
(2013) NYC School of Law, Public Law Research Paper No 13-45 (which highlights a sympa-
thetic reconstruction of Dworkin); Nicos Stavropoulos, “Legal Interpretivism” in Edward
N Zalta, ed, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2021), online: plato.stanfor-
d.edu/archives/spr2021/entries/law-interpretivist/. Stavropoulos characterizes the theories of
Greenberg and Hershovitz as distinct, but ‘related’ to his own (and arguably Dworkin’s)
non-hybrid version of interpretivism (ibid at §7).
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reasoning for opposing the two-system picture meant that Dindjer’s characteri-
zation of the ‘one-system’ view is significantly problematic, and much of
Dindjer’s arguments end up missing the mark.3 In this paper, I want to explain
Dworkin’s account of the “fatal flaw” of the two-systems approach, provide
additional arguments in support of his criticisms of this two-systems picture
(and the legal positivism that seems to be easier to justify within this picture),
and then show the implications of Dworkin’s “tree structure” picture for under-
standing the importance and significance of the structural features characteristic
of the legal institutionalization of political morality.4

In the first section, I will focus more on Dworkin’s explicit reasons for
rejecting the two-system view and develop his arguments further. In the second
section, I will provide additional reasons of my own (inspired by Winch’s regrets
about his early influential account of rule-governed social practices) in support of
Dworkin’s rejection of the two-system picture of law and morals, and then draw
out some implications of these arguments for his tree structure view of law and
morality.5 In the third section, I will explain why Dindjer’s characterization of
the “core commitments” of the one-system viewpoint is problematic as it relates
to Dworkin’s one-system view.6 In the process, it will become clear why
the “structural features” of law are so crucial to an evaluation of Dworkin’s
one-system view of law and morality.7

1. Dworkin’s rejection of the orthodox two-picture view of law and morality

In an autobiographical note in the last chapter of Justice for Hedgehogs, Dworkin
acknowledges that he had previously attempted to defend interpretivism within
the framework of an orthodox two-picture view of law and morals. He states,

I assumed that law and morals are different systems of norms and that the crucial
question is how they interact. So I said what I have just said: that the law includes
not just enacted rules, or rules with pedigree, but justifying principles as well. I soon
came to think, however, that the two-systems picture was itself flawed, and I began
to approach the issue through a very different picture.8

He adds that he only became aware of the full significance of his alternative
picture and the implications of rejecting the two-system picture with his research
for this book. However, he also is aware of the reaction people might have to
his own very unorthodox ‘tree structure’ picture of law as a branch of political

3. Dindjer, supra note 1 at 183. For this reason, Dindjer focuses much more on Greenberg and
Hershovitz’s specific elaborations or versions of a one-system view.

4. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 402, 5.
5. See Peter Winch, The Idea of a Social Science and its Relation to Philosophy, 2d ed

(Routledge, 1990). The first edition of the book was published in 1958, and the regrets
expressed by Winch are found in the Preface to the second edition.

6. Dindjer, supra note 1 at 184.
7. Ibid at 199.
8. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 402.
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morality. He states, “We have replaced this with a one-system picture. : : : Many
readers will think that I have finally pressed my ambition to unify value too far:
I have indeed become Proscrustes sacrificing sense to a philosophical theory.”9

Thus, his task in this chapter is not just to provide his reasons for rejecting the ortho-
dox two-system picture, but also to provide some reasons for thinking his alternative
picture makes sense. In this section, I will explain the orthodox two-system picture
and Dworkin’s explicit reasons for rejecting it. I will explain how this leads
Dworkin to a criticism of analytic philosophy and its emphasis on conceptual
analysis. In the next section, I will provide additional support for Dworkin’s argu-
ments by considering problems with Hart’s second-order ‘sociological’ approach to
conceptual analysis.

Dworkin describes the orthodox two-picture view of law and morals (or “clas-
sical view”) as presenting law and morals as two distinct systems of norms, with
the differences between these two systems being “deep and important.”10 This
orthodox view can be seen in the early legal positivism of Austin, who sought
to determine the ‘province’ of jurisprudence by distinguishing positive law (law’s
commands from a particular political superior at a time and place) from both a
positive morality (what passes for morality at a time and place, regardless of its
merits) and from the critical morality or true moral standards (the commands of a
god as expressed best according to Austin in utilitarianism).11 Thus, the differ-
ence in systems of norms is sometimes described as a difference between a
historically and politically constituted set of legal norms and an abstract, objective,
and universally valid set of moral norms (or god-given moral commandments or
natural laws or categorical imperatives). But it is also clear from Austin there is a
significant and important difference between positive law and positive morality; the
system of legal norms has its source in the commands of political superiors, while
positive morality is not so established by political superiors (having its source in
customary practices and other kinds of human superiors).12

With Hart’s ‘sociological’ approach in The Concept of Law (a sociological
approach influenced by Wittgenstein)13 the key to jurisprudence is to see law

9. Ibid at 405.
10. Ibid at 400.
11. See John Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (Cambridge University Press,

1995).
12. Austin describes the fact that the two classes (positive law and positive morality) are often

“blended” but they “differ extremely” (ibid at 19). Of course, by “superior,” Austin is not refer-
ring to any kind of moral superiority or excellence; he is just referring to the “might” or
“power” of some people over others (ibid at 30). Thus, for example, a religious institution
might be a source of positive morality for a people at a place and time.

13. See HLA Hart, The Concept of Law, 2nd ed (Oxford’s Clarendon Press, 1995); Winch, supra
note 5. Although Hart does not refer to Peter Winch often in The Concept of Law (he explicitly
refers to Winch in only two notes, ibid at 289, 297), the influence of the later Wittgenstein, as
presented in Winch’s The Idea of a Social Science and its Relation to Philosophy, is clear (at
least to me) from Hart’s account of rule-governed social practices and its comparisons with
language and games. According to Leslie Green, the influence of Winch on Hart is further
validated by both the biographer Nicola Lacy and Brian Simpson. Green writes, “Simpson
confirms much of what Lacey tells us while bringing a few points into sharper focus. For exam-
ple, he plausibly argues that Peter Winch had a bigger influence on Hart’s methodology than
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as a rule-governed social practice (characterized by a union of primary and sec-
ondary rules) distinct from other rule-governed social practices like rules of eti-
quette or rules of grammar or moral practices.14 As such, law is a system of valid
legal norms (some of which impose legal obligations and others facilitate the real-
ization of people’s wishes “by conferring legal powers upon them to create, by
certain specified procedures and subject to certain conditions, structures of rights
and duties within the coercive framework of the law”)15 that have their source for
validity in an ultimate constitutive rule which authoritatively determines some
practices as properly legal norm-making and legal norm-applying practices.
Thus, ‘valid’ legal norms are identified by an ultimate rule of recognition
(an ultimate social practice of recognition by officials for identifying legitimate
or authoritative social/institutional sources for creating and applying legal norms).
The ultimate rule of recognition does the work of not just identifying specific valid
legal norms but also constituting a distinct ‘system’ or social practice by identifying
properly ‘legal’ processes and procedures. This system, so identified by this ultimate
rule of recognition, is distinct from not only other legal systems (with their own
ultimate rule or rules of recognition) but is also distinct from other rule-governed
social practices, like rules of etiquette and rules of grammar.16

did Max Weber.” Leslie Green, “Jurisprudence for Foxes” (2012) 3:2 Transnational Legal
Theory 150 at 151. See also Nicola Lacey, A Life of HLA Hart: The Nightmare and the
Noble Dream (Oxford University Press, 2006); Brian Simpson, Reflections on ‘The
Concept of Law’ (Oxford University Press, 2011). I agree with the view that Hart’s ‘sociolog-
ical approach’ was influenced greatly by Winch’s book.

14. See Hart, supra note 13 at 86. According to Hart, while Austin wrongly claimed to find the key
to jurisprudence in the notion of coercive commands, the proper place to look for this key to
jurisprudence is in the interplay between two kinds of rules, primary and secondary rules. Hart
describes the “structure” that results from the combination of primary rules of obligation and
secondary rules of recognition, change, and adjudication as not just the “heart of a legal system,
but a most powerful tool for the analysis of much that has puzzled both the jurist and the
political theorist” (ibid at 98).

15. Ibid at 27.
16. According to Hart, rules of etiquette and rules for correct speech are more than mere conver-

gences of behaviour (i.e., they are more than merely rule-described practices), they are rule-
governed. Hart points to the fact that, “they are taught and efforts are made to maintain them;
they are used in criticizing our own and other people’s behaviour in the characteristic norma-
tive vocabulary” (ibid at 86). All this points to the fact that these kinds of social practices are
‘normative’ practices like law (i.e., both are rule-governed practices). However, Hart argues
that it would “misdescribe” these kinds of social practices and the “social situation” to say
of these normative practices that they impose “obligation” or “duty” (ibid). Hart characterizes
obligation in terms of a “figure of a bond binding the person obligated” and he characterizes
duty in terms of a notion of debt (ibid at 87 [emphasis in original]), both of which imply that the
social pressure/coercion brought to bear against an individual’s own wishes is believed to be
justified due to the belief in the importance of the rules for social life. The belief is from the
‘internal’ perspective of a committed participant (often exemplified by the perspective of a
judge or legal official), and the notion of obligation and duty cannot be fully or adequately
characterized without some reference to this internal point of view. In this way, both law
and morality are normative systems that can impose ‘obligations’ and ‘duties,’ while other
normative systems like rules of etiquette, rules of correct speech, or the rules of a game do
not (or it would be a misdescription to say that they do). Whether there are other normative
systems distinct from both law and morality that could impose obligations and duties (like a
religious institution that might also use serious social pressure and believe that its rules are
necessary for human life, for instance) is unclear.
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Thus, law and morality are two significantly different ‘systems’ of rules or
norms for Hart. They differ primarily in terms of their ultimate source (legal
norms have their ‘source’ for validity in an ultimate rule of recognition or an ulti-
mate constituting and customary practice of recognition by legal officials, while
moral norms do not have this source). This also means that these two systems
differ in terms of their relation to institutional processes and thus the social prac-
tices and beliefs of people at a specific time and place (legal norms are relative to
the institutional legal processes determined by people at a specific time and place,
while moral norms are not). They differ clearly in their content (there are valid
legal norms that are unjust and immoral, but also ones that facilitate the doing of
things whether these things are moral or not). Although these differing systems of
norms will overlap in content due to certain facts (simple truisms) about our
nature and the limited resources of nature itself (Hart famously calls this overlap
a “minimum content” that all legal systems and moral systems have in common)17

and the influence of both the “social morality” and “wider moral ideals”
on legal systems is undeniable,18 the important distinctness of these two systems
(whether we are distinguishing positive law from the ‘accepted’ positive or
customary morality or whether we are distinguishing positive law from a ‘wider’
critical/objective morality) is undeniable too.

The two-system picture of law and morality is made even more definite and
mutually exclusive (at least, analytically speaking) by exclusive legal positivists
like Joseph Raz and Andrei Marmor. For Raz, the ultimate rule of recognition is:

the point (one such point) at which—metaphorically speaking—law ends
and morality begins. It is the fact that enables us to separate legal from moral
facts. : : : Because we can identify a social fact of the judicial recognition of the
law by the courts, we can establish that there is a law in a certain country and estab-
lish its content even if it is a morally bad and illegitimate system of law. The rule of
recognition, being a social fact, enables us to identify the law without recourse to
morality.19

Both Raz and Marmor characterize this ultimate customary practice as a ‘consti-
tutive rule’ or an ultimate customary social practice (which is a social fact) that
constitutes a distinct system of norms that can be identified as legally valid

17. Hart, supra note 13 at 193ff.
18. Ibid at 204. Hart states, “The law of every modern state shows at a thousand points the influ-

ence of both the accepted social morality and wider moral ideals. These influences enter into
law either abruptly and avowedly through legislation, or silently and piecemeal through the
judicial process” (ibid at 203-04). He makes clear his inclusive version of legal positivism even
before his later Postscript, when he adds, “In some systems, as in the United States, the ultimate
criteria of legal validity explicitly incorporate principles of justice or substantive moral values;
in other systems, as in England, where there are no formal restrictions on the competence of the
supreme legislature, its legislation may yet no less scrupulously conform to justice or morality”
(ibid at 204).

19. Joseph Raz, “On the Authority and Interpretation of Constitutions: Some Preliminaries” in
Joseph Raz, Between Authority and Interpretation: On the Theory of Law and Practical
Reason (Oxford University Press, 2009) 323 at 334. Joseph Raz’s exclusive legal positivism
sees the rule of recognition as a customary practice of officials that theoretically cannot include
any reference to moral principles as criteria for valid law.
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independently of moral reasoning and a moral perspective. In other words, both
embrace a more extreme version of the Separation Thesis due, in part, to their
embrace of what Marmor refers to as the Social Thesis.20

The Social Thesis is described by Marmor and Sarch as particularly important
in seeing how law is,

profoundly, a social phenomenon, and that the conditions of legal validity consist of
social—that is, non-normative—facts. : : : One way of understanding the legal pos-
itivist position here is to see it as a form of reduction: legal positivism maintains,
essentially, that legal validity is reducible to facts of a non-normative type, that is,
facts about people’s conduct, beliefs and attitudes.21

Exclusive legal positivists like Marmor and Raz then see the Separation Thesis as
a “negative implication” of the Social Thesis: “properly understood, [it] pertains
only to conditions of legal validity. It asserts that the conditions of legal validity
do not depend on the moral merits of the norms in question. What the law is
cannot depend on what it ought to be in the relevant circumstances.”22 Of course,
so construed, many inclusive legal positivists (including Hart) would not accept
this more extreme version of the Separation Thesis (and Marmor and Sarch both
explicitly acknowledge this). But, for our purposes, it is crucial to see that the
orthodox two-system picture of law and morals is reinforced by the exclusive
legal positivist’s emphasis on the Social Thesis: valid legal norms are identified
by reference to non-normative and so non-moral facts, while valid moral norms
are not. A legal system, consisting of valid legal norms and authoritative pro-
cesses for creating and applying these valid legal norms, is clearly distinct from
morality. Morality represents a significantly different ‘vantage point’ from which
to view legal rules and determine our obligations in relation to them; the vantage
point of law is completely independent of this moral perspective.23

20. See Andrei Marmor & Alexander Sarch, “The Nature of Law” in Edward N Zalta, ed, The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2019) at §1.1, online: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/lawphil-nature/.
Stavropoulos’s characterization of ‘the orthodox view’ fits best with Raz or Marmor’s exclusive
legal positivism, which emphasizes the Social Thesis and a more extreme version of the
Separation Thesis. Stavropoulos acknowledges the orthodox view as reflected in Hart but “devel-
oped in its strongest form in Raz 1994.” Stavropoulos, supra note 2 at §2.

21. Marmor & Sarch, supra note 20 at §1.1.
22. Ibid.
23. Andrei Marmor, “Law as Authoritative Fiction” (2018) 37:5 Law & Phil 473 at 474. Although

this article is reinforcing an exclusive legal positivism with an analogy to fiction, Marmor also
makes clear Raz’s views on the difference between the vantage point of morality (or even reli-
gion) and the vantage point of a specific legal order. He states, “statements about the content of
any given law [and claims of legal obligation] can only [be] made and articulated from the
vantage point of some particular legal order. : : :You may not have this obligation from a dif-
ferent normative vantage point, such as morality or religion, and you may not have this obli-
gation in a different jurisdiction or according to a different legal system. Furthermore, as Raz
famously argued, a speaker who asserts a legal proposition from the vantage point of a given
legal order need not endorse that vantage point, normatively speaking; one can make
‘detached’ statements about what the law in S requires or permits without necessarily seeing
oneself committed to the normative force of S.” Ibid at 474-75. Such detached statements are
purely descriptive of social facts relevant to the determination of valid legal norms in a given
legal system. In this article, Marmor also emphasizes the fact that law’s saying so makes it so;
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Dworkin explicitly rejects this orthodox or classical two-system picture of law
and morals. He states that interpretivism:

denies that law and morals are wholly independent systems. It argues that law
includes not only the specific rules enacted in accordance with the community’s
accepted practices but also the principles that provide the best moral justification
for those enacted rules. : : : Interpretivism, in other words, treats legal reasoning
as I have argued in this book we must treat all interpretive reasoning. It treats
the [doctrinal] concept of law as an interpretative concept.24

He will provide a further explanation of his view that law is a branch of political
morality (his own tree structure picture) and how legal rights are distinct from
political rights; but what is Dworkin’s criticism of the two-system picture of
law and morals?

The most explicit and obvious argument is made right after his characterization of
“the classical view” in his description of “The Fatal Flaw.”25 He describes the ‘fatal
flaw’ in the two-system view of law andmorality in the followingway: “Oncewe take
law and morality to compose separate systems of norms, there is no neutral standpoint
from which the connections between these supposedly separate systems can be adju-
dicated.”26 If we assume that each system has its own set of norms with its own ‘logic’
or vantage point for determining its content, then we seem to be required to either treat
the question of the “connection between law and morality” (and thus questions about
the plausibility of interpretivism versus legal positivism) from either a legally based
perspective or a morally based perspective.27 However, Dworkin argues that each
perspective would beg the question of whether interpretivism or legal positivism is
correct (and thus provide a ‘circular argument’ for conclusions about connections
between law and morality).28 It is crucial to see that Dworkin’s argument here

this is a point emphasized by Stavropoulos in his characterization of the orthodox viewpoint.
See Stavropoulos, supra note 2 at §2.

24. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 402. Dworkin states that philosophy treats law as an interpretative
concept in the “doctrinal sense we use to report what the law is on some subject,” rather than a
sociological sense (or, more generally, an explanatory sense characteristic of many of the social
sciences) or an aspiration sense (when we celebrate aspects of a legal system like the rule of
law) (ibid).

25. Ibid at 402ff.
26. Ibid at 402.
27. Ibid at 403. Of course, Dworkin will also consider the possibility of understanding the con-

nection from a meta-ethical or detached sociological/philosophical perspective (one that
focuses on “conceptual analysis,” ibid at 404). Arguably, this detached theoretical or concep-
tual approach is how many legal positivists would see their own approach or methodology in
defending the Separation Thesis.

28. Robert Rodes represents Dworkin’s argument in the following way: “The problem with having
two systems, as he sees it, is that the question of the relation between them cannot be assigned
to either.” Robert E Rodes, Jr, “Justice for Hedgehogs”, Book Review of Justice for
Hedgehogs by Ronald Dworkin (2011) 56:1 Am J Juris 215 at 221. He suggests that this argu-
ment is like one that would conclude that morality and plumbing represent a single system
because moral considerations can figure in the decision making of plumbers in a similar
way that they figure in the decision-making of legal practitioners. Rodes sees no problem
in separating the legal question/plumbing question (of what part moral considerations comes
into legal/plumbing decision-making) and the moral question (or what our moral obligations
are with respect to legal and plumbing practices). However, Rodes is not really addressing
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assumes the two-picture viewpoint; thus, for the sake of argument, he represents inter-
pretivism and legal positivism as assuming this two-system picture. His own view of
interpretivism (in this book and arguably elsewhere) represents a version of interpre-
tivism that rejects this two-system picture and must be understood and characterized
as such.

If we assume the two-system view of law and morality, and if we treat this
from a legally-based perspective (or a legal vantage point), then whether or
not we include justifying principles in our determinations of the content of
‘law’ would clearly beg the question of whether interpretivism or exclusive legal
positivism is more plausible.29 But how can we have a stance on what the ‘law’ is
on any matter (a stance that is crucial to characterizing a legal perspective or
vantage point as a legal one) without presupposing some theory of what consti-
tutes the content of law and how this content is connected (or not) to morality?
Some assumptions must be made to characterize the legal vantage point as a legal
one, and this involves some assumptions about what determines the ‘law’ on
some matter. To assume that the content of valid law can be determined indepen-
dently of justifying moral principles in one’s characterization of the legal vantage
point is already to assume what one is trying to prove or support: namely, the
conclusion that exclusive legal positivism is plausible or defensible and that valid
law is determinable from a non-normative detached legal perspective. To assume
that the content of valid law can be determined by justifying principles but only if
these principles are deemed criteria of validity by the ultimate rule of recognition
is to already assume what one is trying to prove as well: namely, that the con-
nection between law and morality is a contingent one as understood by inclusive
legal positivism. Finally, to assume that the content of valid law must include
justifying moral principles in any interpretation of the ‘law’ on some matter is
also to reinforce this basic assumption of interpretivism, rather than provide
any independent support for a conclusion on the connection between law and
morality. In this way, from a strictly legal perspective or vantage point, no con-
clusion about the connection between law and morality (or no conclusion about

Dworkin’s reasons for why each perspective begs questions about competing theories regard-
ing the connections between law and morality. Dworkin’s main point about the circularity of
the arguments in each perspective (the legal versus the moral) relate to conclusions about the
validity of interpretivism versus legal positivism and how we can support arguments for each
assuming a two-system perspective. Rodes’ appeal to a “technical (and criterial) element that
defines it [the legal or plumbing practice] for most of its practitioners” (ibid at 221) assumes as
an uncontested truth that legal positivism is the correct theory for defining the legal perspective
as such.

29. The mere presence of justifying principles in the U.S. legal system (for example) does not
undermine Hart’s version of the Separation Thesis, since he acknowledges that justifying
principles can be criteria of validity in some legal systems (when so identified by a rule of
recognition). In this way, Dworkin’s argument here is presented to apply more directly to
exclusive legal positivism. However, the way justifying principles figure into the determination
of law (i.e., whether they can be identified by a rule of recognition and whether they only come
into the picture in penumbral ‘hard’ cases) differs significantly for Hart and Dworkin. Thus,
if the way in which justifying principles function in a legal system must still be assumed in
order to characterize the legal vantage point as a ‘legal’ one, then Dworkin’s conclusion still
follows for inclusive legal positivism.
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the plausibility of exclusive legal positivism versus inclusive legal positivism
versus interpretivism) can be supported without begging the question about this
connection between law and morality.

However, it is equally circular to approach this question of the connection
between law and morality from a moral perspective (again assuming a two-system
picture of law and morality). Dworkin argues that, from this perspective, “we beg
the question in the opposite direction.”30 How so? Assuming that morality forms a
separate and distinct system (with its own logic and its own distinct vantage point
on our obligations), how one characterizes the connections between this system and
a legal system from a purely moral vantage point can only beg the questions we are
trying to prove (about which account of the connection between law and morality,
interpretivism or legal positivism, is more plausible). Does morality or political
morality require a legal viewpoint on valid law that maintains a Separation
Thesis or denies it? If political morality is seen as requiring the Separation
Thesis for determining valid law (say, justice is better promoted by the determina-
tion of valid law independently of morality), then we are already assuming that
valid law can be determined in separation from justificatory moral principles.
If political morality requires an appeal to moral principles to determine valid
law (and thus legal norms become a subset of moral norms), we are already beg-
ging the question of determining valid law with justifying moral principles. If each
position is presented as a viewpoint on the connection (or lack thereof) between
two distinct systems of morality and law, then there is no way to argue in support
of a position from a vantage point that already presupposes a characterization of
this connection.

Clearly Dworkin came to see that it is the two-system view of law and moral-
ity that is at the heart of a current stalemate in philosophical jurisprudence
between versions of legal positivism and anti-legal positivists like himself, a
debate that has been going on since Hart proposed his more contemporary version
of legal positivism in 1961. If we try to look at what ‘fits’ legal practice (from a
strictly ‘legal’ perspective, which assumes a two-system view), we cannot pro-
vide evidence, in a non-question-begging way, for the truth of legal positivism
versus interpretivism or even the truth of inclusive legal positivism versus exclu-
sive versions. Whether we try to look at legal participants’ views on their own
practice or what their practice indicates about their underlying views, we end up
with a diversity of legal participants with a diversity of evidence that could be
used to support different theories.31 How we characterize the evidence and

30. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 403.
31. This diversity of evidence can be seen in the diversity of legal participants and the diversity of

their views within the law. See Gerald J Postema, “Jurisprudence as Practical Philosophy”
(1998) 4:3 Leg Theory 329, wherein Postema criticizes Hart’s appeal to the ‘internal’ point
of view (the view of committed participants, often legal officials) as arbitrarily discounting
the perspectives of all sorts of ‘external’ legal participants like Holmes’ ‘bad’ or practical
man, an actual malefactor, and even the victims of crime (ibid at 338-39). Clearly, many legal
positivists must appeal to some theoretical value (or the theoretical value in elucidating a con-
cept) to provide independent support for views on which participants’ beliefs and practices are
significant or central to understanding the concept of law.
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practices as ‘legal’ already begs the question in favor of legal positivism or inter-
pretivism. And the situation is no better if we look to provide moral arguments
(assuming again a moral vantage point or system distinct from a legal vantage
point or system) for interpretivism or legal positivism. Thus, “the two-systems
picture therefore faces an apparently insoluble problem: it poses a question that
cannot be answered other than by assuming an answer from the start.”32

As a result, analytical jurisprudence, according to Dworkin, has attempted to
solve this dilemma by attempting to detach the theorist from both a purely legal
approach/vantage point and a purely moral one, and instead emphasize a meta-ethi-
cal, second-order philosophical approach, one that focuses on conceptual analysis
or the elucidation of the concept of law.33 From this outside, observer-theoretical
perspective, we can “excavate the nature or essence of that concept without making
any prior legal or moral assumptions.”34 Dworkin raises questions about how we
should understand conceptual analysis in this more detached philosophical
approach. He describes Hart’s approach in The Concept of Law as one where
conceptual analysis “consists in making evident the hidden convergent speech
practices of ordinary users of the language.”35 But, Dworkin adds right away,
“there are no convergent practices to expose.”36 And, of course, according to
Hart, the mere converging patterns or predictable regularities, whether in practices
or speech, cannot by themself yield the notion of a legal “norm” and legal “obli-
gation” (a notion crucial to understanding a legal system and legal practice).37 To
understand social behaviors as meaningful, we need to see them as more than
merely converging or predictable patterns (like making marks on a piece of paper);
we need to see them as rule-governed social activities (like voting in an election).38

Thus, Hart also models his philosophical analysis of concepts on the methods of a
descriptive sociology (like that of Winch’s version of a Wittgenstein idea of social
philosophy)39 and attempts to describe the rule-governed social practices in a way

32. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 403.
33. Winch also emphasized the importance in philosophy of the notion of “elucidating a concept”

in Winch, supra note 5 at 11. He believes that important theoretical issues pertaining to social
practices “belong to philosophy rather than to science and are, therefore, to be settled by
a priori conceptual analysis rather than by empirical research” (ibid at 17). As an example,
he states that “the question of what constitutes social behaviour is a demand for an elucidation
of the concept of social behaviour” (ibid at 18, [emphasis removed]).

34. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 404.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
37. Hart, supra note 13 at 83-84.
38. Again, I see Hart’s ‘sociological’ approach as influenced by Winch. Winch himself uses this

example of making marks on a paper versus casting a vote; he writes: “What he does is not
simply to make a mark on a piece of paper; he is casting a vote. And what I want to ask is, what
gives his action this sense, rather than, say, that of being a move in a game or part of a religious
ritual. More generally, by what criteria do we distinguish acts which have a sense from those
which do not?” Winch, supra note 5 at 49 [emphasis in original]. His account of “meaningful
behaviour” is an explicit extension to other areas of human action of Wittgenstein’s account of
what it is to follow a rule in the elucidation of language (ibid at 45ff).

39. Winch acknowledges that although philosophical issues do turn on the correct use of linguistic
expressions, the “elucidation of a concept is, to a large extent, the clearing up of linguistic
confusions. Nevertheless, the philosopher’s concern is not with correct usage as such and
not all linguistic confusions are equally relevant to philosophy. They are relevant only in
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that helps us (the observer legal philosopher) “understand [the] understandings” of
legal participants.40

But can such a detached philosophical perspective yield anything of value by
assuming a two-system view of law and morality? Clearly, Dworkin had earlier in
Justice for Hedgehogs challenged philosophers who appeal to such a ‘meta-
ethical’ stance to approach ethical and moral questions to justify this approach.
Although he acknowledged explicitly the value of such second-order, somewhat
detached perspectives of the social sciences (like historical, sociological, or psy-
chological interpretations of our moral and ethical life), he also argued that
there are “no distinctly philosophical questions of that kind” (unless we count
the question of whether meta-ethics is itself a metaethical question).41 Thus,
Dworkin does, in part, rely on his earlier arguments to at least raise suspicions
about the value of such a detached, second-order observer-theorist approach
for philosophy. But can additional reasons be provided for rejecting this
second-order philosophical two-system view on law and morality?

2. Additional reasons for rejecting an observer-philosophical approach that
assumes the orthodox two-system picture of law and morals

Let me add more reasoning in support of his view that this detached, second-order
observer-philosophical approach is especially problematic with the two-system
picture of law and morality. My argument is based on Winch’s expressed regrets
about promoting a misleading account of rule-governed social practices. I will
argue that this misleading account contributed to the orthodoxy of the two-system
view of law and morality, and an analysis of why this account is misleading
exposes the problems with this two-system picture for understanding ‘law’
and legal obligation.

In the Preface to the second edition of The Idea of a Social Science and its
Relation to Philosophy, Winch expresses regret about some passages in the first
edition of this book; in particular, he has some regrets about how he characterized

so far as the discussion of them is designed to throw light on the question how far reality is
intelligible and what difference would the fact that he could have a grasp of reality make to the
life of man.” Ibid at 11 [footnotes omitted].

40. Postema, supra note 31 at 332 [emphasis in original]. Postema describes both Hart and Raz as
adopting a sociological descriptive approach which not only reports facts about participant’s
beliefs and practices, but also attempts to “understand these understandings” (ibid). In this
article, Postema attributes this phrase “understand these understandings” to Joseph Raz; but
it is clear that both Hart and Raz would agree that the task of legal theory involves elucidating
and explaining facts about a participant’s beliefs and practices (and not merely reporting these
facts). The ‘observer-theorist’ might appeal to meta-theoretic values like simplicity or compre-
hensiveness or even greater explanatory power (as Hart often does) and the theorist might
describe the moral beliefs or values of participants, but it is crucial, on this sociology-inspired
philosophical approach to conceptual analysis, to maintain a firm distinction between under-
standing/explaining a social practice with its distinctive norms and morally justifying it.

41. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 67.
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Wittgenstein’s discussion of rule-following as it applied to language and to other
kinds of social practices. Winch states, “unfortunately, I was far from sufficiently
careful in the way I expressed the relevance of the notion of a rule, both to lan-
guage and to other forms of behaviour.”42 For instance, he had claimed that “all
behaviour which is meaningful (therefore all specifically human behaviour) is
ipso facto rule-governed.”43 He argues that this is not the case either for him
or for Wittgenstein, and that it encourages a distortive picture of human behav-
iour. He quotes Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations at length to explain
his mistake. Wittgenstein states that “in philosophy, we often compare the use of
words with games and calculi which have fixed rules, but cannot say that some-
one who is using language must be playing such a game.”44 Here Wittgenstein is
distinguishing the philosopher’s use of analogies to understand a social practice
(whether this is the analogy of language users and rules of a game or the more
contemporary analogy of legal practice and fiction or role-playing) with the com-
mitted participant’s actual actions and beliefs.45 It is clear that the analogy is just
an analogy; attributing all the characteristics or elements of a game or a fiction to
law distorts the actual practice of law.

Again, Winch quotes Wittgenstein at length to raise questions about his initial
characterization of social practices as rule-governed (with clearly defined consti-
tutive and procedural rules like those in games). Wittgenstein asks what is the
‘rule’ by which a language user proceeds and makes a number of suggestions
to answer to this question. He asks whether the rule is:

The hypothesis that satisfactorily describes his use of words, which we observe; or
the rule which he looks up when he uses signs; or the one which he gives us in reply
if we ask him what his rule is?—But what if observation does not enable us to see
any clear rule, and the question brings none to light?—For he did indeed give me a
definition when I asked him what he understood by “N”, but he was prepared to
withdraw and alter it.—So how am I to determine the rule according to which
he is playing? He does not know it himself.—Or, to ask a better question: What
meaning is the expression “the rule by which he proceeds” supposed to have left
to it here?46

42. Winch, supra note 5 at xiii.
43. Ibid at 51-52.
44. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 3rd ed translated by GEM Anscombe

(Basil Blackwell, 1986) Part I at § 81 [emphasis in original].
45. See Marmor & Sarch, supra note 20 at § 1.2. Here, they describe a “growing frustration” with

the traditional debate between versions of legal positivism and anti-positivists like Dworkin
and one of the “new avenues” to pursue involves exploring connections between law and
fiction (ibid). Marmor himself explores the analogy between law and fiction to support a
two-system picture of law and morality (see e.g. Marmor, supra note 23). Other philosophers
go further than merely comparing law to fiction and argue that law is best understood as
“imaginary,” and in this way, contemporary legal science can benefit from “pretense
theory—[which] explains and analyses how people act upon a belief that something fictional
is the case.” Olaf Tans, “Staging Law’s Existence: Using Pretense Theory to Explain the
Fiction of Legal Validity” (2016) 29:1 Ratio Juris 136 at 136.

46. Wittgenstein, supra note 44, Part I at § 82.
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This passage by Wittgenstein is relevant since it pertains to an ‘observer-theorist’
looking at a rule-governed social practice (in this case, the use of language by a
language user) from the outside, seeking to ‘understand the understandings’ of
language users. By comparing the use of language by language users to the
moves in a game by players (a comparison often made by philosophers), we give
the impression not only of a clearly defined set of rules constituting and govern-
ing a practice, but also the impression that people are actually following and
governed by these clearly defined rules. However, Wittgenstein raises doubts
about the meaning of the ‘rule’ by which a language user or committed partici-
pant proceeds (i.e., whether it is the rule that I, the observer-theorist, am attrib-
uting to the practice or whether it is the rule a participant says or believes they are
following or whether it is the rule that is somehow discernable or expressed in
their practice regardless of what they may say or believe). If there is no consensus
among committed participants or if committed participants are willing to with-
draw or alter their views when questioned, how can we (the observer-theorist)
give any meaning to the expression ‘the rule by which he proceeds’?

Clearly, legal positivists like Hart and Raz see law as a rule-governed activity
comparable to rules of a game; both kinds of social practices consist of a set of
valid norms identified as such by an ultimate constitutive rule or constitutive set
of rules. This ultimate rule of recognition (which is often construed as a custom-
ary practice of recognition by officials and a ‘social fact’ of the beliefs and prac-
tices of officials) is itself a ‘constitutive rule’ which both governs the practice of
officials and constitutes the system of valid legal norms generated by authorita-
tive law-making and law-applying processes. Ehrenberg sums up contemporary
legal positivism’s view of this ultimate and constituting rule in the following way:
“According to Hart and those who follow his general lead, collective acceptance
and application of this basic validity rule by key officials determines what
counts as legally binding within a given jurisdiction.”47 But is there really some
“collective acceptance and application” of the same unambiguous ultimate rule of
recognition (or ultimate set of rules) by legal officials in any legal system? If there
is a rule that truly governs the customary practice of officials (i.e., the ultimate
rule is not a mere regularity or predictable pattern, but a meaningful/rule-
governed way of proceeding), how can an observer-theorist in any unarbitrary
way decide the ‘rule’ by which different officials proceed when these officials

47. Kenneth M Ehrenberg, “The Institutionality of Legal Validity” (2020) 100:2 Philosophy &
Phenomenological Research 277 at 279. In this article, Ehrenberg is concerned with bringing
together Hart and Searle and dealing with a very specific difficulty that might come from
attempting to harmonize their views (i.e., Searle’s reliance on codification of the constitutive
rules for an institutional practice and the ultimate rule of recognition’s customary practice sta-
tus). He believes that this attempt at harmonizing their views is promising since Searle’s views
on collective intentions for institutional facts might help solve a problem with legal positi-
vism’s appeal to the rule of recognition. Thus, Ehrenberg suggests: “The question, which
Searle’s theory holds out the promise of answering, is how to get from the fact of collective
acceptance of the jurisdiction’s basic validity rule on the part of key officials, to the normativity
of law—its apparently binding character on the rest of us” (ibid). Wittgenstein seems to be
challenging the idea of ‘collective acceptance’ of any rule by which participants proceed,
including this ultimate constituting rule.
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would provide different accounts of this ultimate rule and especially if they are
prepared to change their minds when challenged?48

Ehrenberg acknowledges that, for “collective acceptance and application” of
this basic rule, the basic rule must be the “object of collective intentionality” and
“[k]ey legal officials must operate with the same rule in order to have a coherent
legal system.”49 He adds that key officials must “follow the rule because it is the
rule that the group accepts (although they may also have other reasons upon
which they rely, and they need not be fully psychologically self-aware in their
use of the rule).”50 Ehrenberg also distinguishes the differing psychological
motives of legal officials with respect to following this basic constitutive rule
from the ‘content of the intention’ in this respect. These qualifications—both
acknowledging that some officials are not “fully psychologically self-aware”
of the rule that governs their own practice and that different motivations for fol-
lowing the same rule are possible—help to explain some of the differing psycho-
logical beliefs, statements, and actions of, for example, different U.S. Supreme
Court Justices with respect to the U.S. Constitution and the ultimate sources for
validity. But it still does not show that the observer-theorist can unambiguously
identify the same content in the ultimate rule of recognition, a content that is col-
lectively intended—and actually used by—different legal officials as a rule for
proceeding.

Ehrenberg acknowledges in a footnote that some philosophers (like Dworkin
and Adler) “raise doubts” about whether officials actually share the content of
this basic validity rule, but he believes that these doubts do not “threaten its status

48. This is especially clear in the U.S. debate over the United States Constitution (which many key
officials would claim is the ultimate basis for identifying authoritative law-making and law-
making practices and yet even current U.S. Supreme Court justices ‘say’ and ‘believe’ very
different things about the U.S. Constitution and ‘act’ differently on these beliefs). Although
Raz is clear that the U.S. Constitution, strictly speaking, cannot be the ultimate rule of recog-
nition given the fact that it is subject to statutory amendment: “[M]ost constitutions may be
amended or even repealed and replaced by others in accordance with procedures that they
themselves provide. This means that they can be amended or repealed by enactment. The rule
of recognition cannot be repealed or amended by an enactment. It can change only as the prac-
tices that it is changes.” Raz, supra note 19 at 333). Clearly, the rule of recognition is and must
always be for Raz a customary practice of officials (a practice that involves the recognition of
the U.S. Constitution as an important source for determining authoritative law-making and
law-applying functions); but is this customary practice a mere convergence of behaviours
and beliefs or is it itself rule-governed? If it is a mere convergence of practices and beliefs,
how can this be the source of a legal duty or legal obligation for legal officials? If it must itself
be rule-governed, in what sense is there ‘collective acceptance’ of some rule discernable in the
customary practice and beliefs of diverse legal officials, especially when they say and do sig-
nificantly different things and if they are willing to change their minds when challenged?

49. Ehrenberg, supra note 47 at 279, 288 [footnotes omitted].
50. Ibid at 288. Ehrenberg states that one is “self-aware”when one has “psychological access to the

semantic content of the rule” (ibid at 290 [footnotes omitted]). This means that judges lack
‘self-awareness’ when they mistakenly say that the U.S. Constitution (the written document)
is itself the ultimate rule of recognition when the ultimate rule is and must be customary
practices of officials (at least as Raz explicitly construes it). Thus, Ehrenberg sees Hart and
Raz as committed to the view that although legal officials “use the basic validity rule to make
explicit and conscious determinations of legal validity[,] they are just not usually aware they
are using an unwritten basic rule to do so.” Ibid at 291.
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as an object of collective intention.”51 In this way, Ehrenberg is saying that a rule
can be an object of collective intention without agreeing about its content. This is
true so far as it goes. For instance, people can collectively intend to invalidate a
specific rule without agreeing about its content (and with significant disagree-
ment about even paradigm cases). However, it is difficult to see how one could
say that a given rule actually governs a practice (i.e., that the rule governs how
committed participants proceed) without some agreement about its content (at
least in paradigm cases).52 Thus, if the content of this ultimate rule is significantly
different for different U.S. Supreme Court Justices (as it seems to be for origi-
nalists and for those who challenge originalism, for instance), then there is no
way for us (the observer-theorist) to unambiguously say X is the rule by which
legal officials proceed.

Winch’s takeaway from these passages from Wittgenstein is a need to avoid
“the impression sometimes given in this book of social practices, traditions, insti-
tutions etc. as more or less self-contained and each going its own, fairly autono-
mous, way.”53 In other words, he sees that the emphasis on conceiving of
meaningful social practice as rule-governed (analogous with clearly rule-defined
games) gives the mistaken impression that different social practices are self-
contained and independent from each other. This emphasis mistakenly character-
izes each social practice as containing its own principles of development
(i.e., having its own ‘logic’ and distinct vantage point for discerning not just
the content of valid norms but authoritative processes and procedures for devel-
oping and applying this system of norms). If we see law as a system of valid
norms created and applied by properly legal processes so-identified by an ulti-
mate constituted rule (and all of this, like a game of football, proceeding accord-
ing to a definitive and authoritative rulebook), then it gives the impression that
law is distinct and essentially self-contained both from other social practices and
from morality (conceived here, with this two-system picture, as itself a rule-gov-
erned social practice with its own distinct vantage point and clear principles of
development).

In the first edition of his book, Winch did try to address the problem of
portraying all these rule-governed practices as distinct and autonomous systems
by emphasizing the overlap between different social practices (as Hart does

51. Ibid at 288, n 46.
52. Ehrenberg later argues that the ultimate validity rule must be itself a “rule-governed” practice

rather than merely “rule-described” in order for this basic validity rule to be a source of norms
and obligations for legal officials (ibid at 294). However, so understood, he says that Hart
leaves it “mysterious how we get from practice description to the normativity of a rule” (ibid
at 295 [footnote removed]). In other words, “[t]here is something that remains mysterious
about the way in which the mere description of other officials’ validity practice becomes a
reason for action in conformity with those practices” (ibid at 298). Ehrenberg attempts to
address this mystery by focusing on the “self-identifying” and constitutive character of the
basic validity rule, but it is unclear how this appeal to a “self-identifying institutional fact”
does anything except mystify what it means for officials to proceed according to some basic
rule or set of basic rules (ibid).

53. Winch, supra note 5 at xiv-xv.
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himself with his minimum content shared between law and morality).54 However,
Winch adds:

[T]he suggestion that modes of social life are autonomous with respect to each other
was insufficiently counteracted by my qualifying remark : : : about the ‘overlap-
ping character of different modes of social life’. Different aspects of social life
do not merely overlap: they are frequently internally related in such a way that
one cannot even be intelligibly conceived as existing in isolation from others.55

Thus, the main problem with the two-system picture of law and morality is
that it represents these systems as merely overlapping in substantive content,
rather than seeing the complexity of the interdependence of law and morality.
As we shall see, Dworkin’s emphasis on the structural features and processes
of law and the complex relationship between legal rights and political rights
assumes a one-system picture that can acknowledge a complex interdependence
of law and morality. As a result, this represents Dworkin’s one-system view of
law and morality in a significantly different way than as characterized by some
critics like Dindjer.

3. Dindjer’s characterization of the one-system view versus Dworkin’s
one-system view of law and morality

In his article “The New Legal Anti-Positivism,” Dindjer characterizes the “one-
system” view of law and morality (in fairness, focusing directly on the more
“detailed” accounts of the one-system view given by Greenberg and
Hershovitz) in terms of an “Identity Thesis” and a “Correspondence Thesis.”56

Since Greenberg and Hershovitz focus on the content of legal norms and affirm
that legal norms are a subset of moral norms, Dindjer believes he can, at least at
the start, put aside all discussion of the systematic or procedural/structural aspects
of both law and morality and focus instead on the claim that legal norms are a
subset on moral norms.57 This approach has the merit of enabling him to deal with

54. See Hart, supra note 13 at 189-95 (a section entitled “The Minimum Content of Natural Law”).
See also section V of HLA Hart, “Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals” in Essays
in Jurisprudence and Philosophy (Oxford University Press, 1983) 49 at 78ff, where Hart
explicitly describes an ‘overlap’ in content between morality and law as a ‘natural’ or contin-
gent necessity. He states, “At present, and until such radical changes supervene, such rules are
so fundamental that if a legal system did not have them there would be no point in having
any other rules at all. Such rules overlap with basic moral principles vetoing murder, violence,
and theft; and so we can add to the factual statement that all legal systems in fact coincide with
morality at such vital points, the statement that this is, in this sense, necessarily so. And why
not call it a ‘natural’ necessity?” Ibid at 80.

55. Winch, supra note 5 at xv-xvi.
56. Dindjer, supra note 1 at 182, 183, 184-85. Dindjer’s characterization of the one-system view

may have great validity when it comes to the views of Greenberg and Hershovitz. In this way, I
am not assessing his arguments in relation to the views of Greenberg and Hershovitz. My focus
here is on whether this characterization of the one-system view captures Dworkin’s account in
Justice for Hedgehogs.

57. Dindjer later discusses “‘content-independent’ considerations, such as democracy, fairness, solving
coordination problems, and the vindication of legitimate expectations” (ibid at 194). Of course,
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a diversity of one-system views that all share the same core commitment. Thus,
he writes: “The convenience of the ‘one-system’ label notwithstanding, it will not
be important for our purposes whether morality and law are systemic in any inter-
esting (or unified) sense. What matters is that any one-system view holds that
legal norms (obligations, rights, etc.) are a subset of moral norms.”58 Dindjer
explicitly treats the one-system view of law and morality as having a ‘core com-
mitment’ that can be isolated from and treated independently from other parts of
the one-system view (other aspects like Dworkin’s interpretivism, for instance).
This ‘core commitment’ can be characterized in terms of its stance on legal norms
(i.e., focusing on the content of valid legal norms in isolation and independently
from the context of a system of institutional or structural practices and political
principles). At its core, the one-system position, according to Dindjer, is commit-
ted to the view that each legal norm is a ‘type’ or ‘subset’ of moral norms (again,
understanding moral norms also in isolation and independently from any larger
ethical and moral theory).59

Dindjer further analyzes this core commitment in terms of an Identity Thesis
and a Correspondence Thesis. The Identity Thesis states: “Necessarily, every
legal obligation (privilege, power, etc.) is a moral obligation (privilege, power,
etc.).”60 Dindjer describes this Identity Thesis as asserting “a metaphysical rela-
tionship between legal and moral norms” (and thus the former norms are just “a
type of” the latter norms).61 The Correspondence Thesis basically states that
“wherever one has a legal obligation, there exists a moral obligation with the
same content. If this were false, the Identity Thesis could not be true.”62 To clarify
this notion of correspondence, Dindjer adds the following:

Notice that asking whether legal and moral obligations correspond, in the relevant
sense, does not assume they are separate entities whose content is independently
knowable. For legal and moral obligations to correspond is just for them to have
the same content. Every norm corresponds to itself, since it has the same content

Dworkin sees some of these (like democracy and fairness) as principles of political morality.
The claim that the ‘content’ of legal norms can be determined independently of justifying polit-
ical principles is a claim Dworkin explicitly denies.

58. Ibid at 184 [emphasis in original].
59. Ibid at 181ff. In a footnote here, Dindjer describes his assumption about morality in the

following way: “I assume that moral norms, facts, etc., are ‘robustly normative,’ in the sense
that they are (or give) genuine reasons concerning what one ought to do sans phrase. A skeptic
about this thesis might nevertheless accept much or all of the following argument, but that will
depend on the variety of skepticism.” Ibid at 184, n 21. Of course, Dindjer’s arguments also
rely on some of our common sense intuitions about morality and what counts as ‘morally
defective’ or not. In this article, he explicitly focuses not on evil laws and evil legal systems
like those of Nazi Germany, but on mundane and familiar legal “normative incidents”—includ-
ing not just “obligations,” but also power and privileges (ibid at 182). With such a focus, he
attempts to show a disconnect between legal norms and moral norms. For example, strict lia-
bility cases deny what we commonly believe morality requires for blameworthiness (namely,
intentionally doing wrong), and many laws allow people to do what we commonly believe
morality does not (for example, laws that allow companies to pollute the earth).

60. Ibid at 184.
61. Ibid at 185.
62. Ibid.
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as itself. If legal obligations were moral obligations, they would correspond to them
by being them.63

Dindjer is clearly aware that his focus on the content of legal norms versus the
content of moral norms and his talk of a ‘correspondence’ between legal norms
and moral norms makes it seem as if he is assuming a two-system view of law and
morality.64 However, by explicitly acknowledging that this would be a mistaken
view of his characterization of the one-system’s core commitment (as represented
in both the Correspondence and Identity Theses) and by emphasizing that
legal norms and moral norms are metaphysically the same (regardless of any
‘systemic’ account of law or any larger ethical or moral theory), he hopes that
readers will avoid this rather obvious (and question-begging) misinterpretation
of the Identity and Correspondence Theses.

With this characterization of the one-system position, Dindjer proceeds to con-
sider counterexamples. We are implicitly encouraged by Dindjer’s approach to
trust our common-sense moral views or intuitions, in abstraction from any
ethical or political theory, and then assess areas of disconnect between what our
moral intuitions say about our obligations and duties and what common or mun-
dane legal practices say about our obligations, powers, and privileges (like those
legal practices that allow for strict liability or those that allow companies to pollute
the earth). He will later bring in “‘content-independent’ considerations, such as
democracy, fairness, solving coordination problems, and the vindication of legiti-
mate expectations” to argue that none of these content-independent considerations,
either considered by themselves or in some patchwork combination, are “suffi-
ciently reliable” to vindicate the Correspondence Thesis.65 All of this sets the stage
for Dindjer’s more detailed outline of counterexamples against the one-system
position (i.e., to support the conclusion that legal normativity is not subsumable
into morality or into any “otherwise robust normativity”) and in support of the con-
clusion that the one-system version of anti-positivism has taken a “wrong turn.”66

63. Ibid.
64. He will later deal explicitly with the objection that his appeal to counterexamples to the

one-system view’s Identity and Correspondence Theses is “question-begging” (ibid at
210ff). His response is to ask, “But in what way? The argument does not assume the truth
of legal positivism, and : : : there is nothing question-begging in asking whether legal and
moral norms correspond, for correspondence, in the relevant sense, is just for them to have
the same content—and that is a necessary condition for the one-system view to hold” (ibid).
He goes on to defend reductio ad absurdum arguments in general as “legitimate and frequently
important” (ibid).

65. Ibid at 194. Dindjer relies on Laura Valentini’s work to distinguish “content-dependent moral
considerations” from “content-independent” considerations that include some moral consider-
ations, like democracy and fairness (ibid). See Laura Valentini, “The Content-Independence of
Political Obligation: What It Is and How to Test It” (2018) 24:2 Leg Theory 135. Dindjer
proceeds to isolate each kind of consideration and argues that each by itself is insufficiently
reliable to produce a match between common legal obligations, powers, and privileges, and
moral ones. Further, a “patchwork” of these content-independent moral mechanisms “does
little to motivate the idea that reasons will systemically combine in this way” (Dindjer, supra
note 1 at 197). Dindjer dismisses attempts to systematically combine disparate moral and polit-
ical principles, but this is exactly what Dworkin attempts to do in Justice for Hedgehogs.

66. Ibid at 212.
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It is true that if we abstract out this core commitment as Dindjer characterizes
it from Dworkin’s general views on interpretation and morality, we do get a
seemingly easy position to refute. Dworkin himself acknowledges that many will
find his claim that law is a branch or part of political morality as “absurd” or
“paradoxical,” given that “[i]t seems to suggest, idiotically, that a community’s
law is always exactly what it should be.”67 In other words, the claim that law is a
branch of morality seems to suggest that legal norms are moral norms (or a subset
of moral norms); this, in turn, portrays all legal norms as being as they morally
ought to be and legal obligations (as well as powers and privileges) as corre-
sponding to moral obligations (as well as powers and privileges). It is not hard
to find counterexamples (as Dindjer amply provides). On the surface, it seems
like Dworkin’s claim about law as a branch of morality is, at best, seriously con-
fused (or a ‘wrong turn’ for anti-positivism). However, I will argue that if we take
seriously both Dworkin’s views on law and morality, as well as his interpretative
approach to both, his one-system view can be represented in a defensible and
sensible way.

Dindjer’s account of the one-system view, especially in terms of its opening
characterization of the ‘core commitment,’ seems very far from Dworkin’s own
interpretative approach to law or his ‘tree structure’ picture of law and morality
from Justice for Hedgehogs. Instead of building law up into a branch of a com-
plex moral and ethical tree picture (a picture that assumes his arguments about the
metaphysical independence of value and a vision of mutually supporting ethical
and moral principles), Dindjer’s account of the core commitment breaks down
this ‘one-system’ picture into specific pieces and legal contents, representing
the ‘systemic’ part of the one-system view as incidental or irrelevant to an assess-
ment of its ‘core’ commitment.68 In this way, Dindjer represents the tail of the
one-system view as wagging the dog; the insistence that legal obligations are a
subset of moral obligations is portrayed here as more important or central than the
justification and explanation of a larger system of moral principles that might
make sense of this very insistence.

Further, Dindjer’s emphasis on the ‘substance’ of law’s norms (again, under-
stood independently of the structural or institutional processes and procedures
that created them or any appeal to a system of mutually supportive principles
of political morality) fails to address Dworkin’s explicit comments about how
this emphasis on substance versus process is reinforced by a two-system picture
of law and morals. Dworkin states explicitly that the two-system picture “created
an important distinction between process and substance: between the procedures
through which law is created and the content of the law that is created. The long

67. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 405.
68. Stavropoulos and Greenberg make a similar point about the explanation of law being “atom-

istic” on the orthodox two-system approach, while the nonhybrid interpretative approach
“inherits the holistic structure of morality: the whole of morality confronts the whole of insti-
tutional practice and determines its effect, which interpretation purports to identify.”
Stavropoulos, supra note 2 at §4. The atomism of Dindjer’s characterization of the one-system
viewpoint is very explicit and due to the separation of legal contents from systemic aspects.
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debate about law and morals concentrated on substance. : : : The debate left
process largely alone.”69 In other words, the two-system view of law and morality
encourages us to distinguish two distinct vantage points: a legal vantage point
from which to discern legal norms, and a moral vantage point from which to mor-
ally evaluate these legal norms and discern moral norms. These distinct vantage
points are characterized, at least in part, by a distinct approach or distinct pro-
cesses for identifying norms in each system (the conditions for legal validity con-
sist of non-normative social facts about properly ‘legal’ processes and procedures
for making and applying law, while the conditions for moral validity are decid-
edly different). As a result of this two-system picture, an observer-theorist seek-
ing to ‘compare’ or ‘connect’ these two disparate systems is encouraged to
abstract from these distinct processes and procedures (discernable in each van-
tage point) and focus only on a comparison of the substance or content of norms
(i.e., what results from these distinct processes and distinct vantage points). But if
we reject this two-system picture of law and morality and see law as ‘systemati-
cally’ interdependent with political morality, we must turn our attention to the
processes and structural parts of law in order to understand this interdependence.
Thus, Dworkin states, “once we reject the two-systems model, and count law a
distinct part of political morality, we must treat the special structuring principles
that separate law from the rest of political morality as themselves political prin-
ciples that need a moral reading.”70

If this reading of Dworkin is correct, then any adequate critical analysis of
Dworkin’s ‘one-system’ picture should focus on the moral reading of the ‘struc-
tural features’ of law, rather than just the ‘substance’ or content of legal norms.
The structural features of law are, for Dworkin, what he means by the “phenom-
enon of institutionalization” that distinguishes law from other parts of political
morality.71 Only a moral reading of these structural features enables us to see
the interdependences of law and morality implicit in Dworkin’s interpretative
approach. It is the neglect of these basic processes or structural elements that

69. Dworkin, supra note 2 at 413.
70. Ibid. Of course, a principle of precedent would also be another example of a structuring prin-

ciple. One might view rule of law principles as structuring principles too.
71. Ibid at 405. Dworkin distinguishes ethics from morality and then distinguishes personal moral-

ity from political morality. Thus, although he is describing a mutually supporting system of
value, he also emphasizes that ethics is not reducible to morality (and vice versa). He also
emphasizes the distinctness of ‘branches.’ In this way, political morality is a distinct branch
of morality (distinguishable from both ethics and from other branches of morality). He states:
“Ethics studies how people best manage their responsibility to live well, and personal morality
what each as an individual owes other people. Political morality, in contrast, studies what we
all together owe others as individuals when we act in and on behalf of that artificial collective
person.” Ibid at 327-28. Thus, political obligation is, for Dworkin, the part of morality that
pertains to a specific kind of “associational obligation” (tied to the bonds of citizens as mem-
bers of the ‘artificial collective community’) distinct from both performative relationships/obli-
gations (like making a promise to another creating a moral obligation to keep the promise) and
other associational relationships (like those obligations due to bonds of a family, kinship, or
partnership in a joint enterprise) (ibid at 319). Again, legal rights are related to political rights,
but they are not identified with them.
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is reinforced by an oversimplistic two-system picture of law and morality.
Further, the reduction of these structural features to some non-normative social
facts about legal practice (arguably what Hart and Raz do with the law-making
and law-applying processes) represents legal structures as unchallengeable
aspects of a legal system from a legal vantage point.72 However, with a moral
reading of these structural features impacting on law-making and law-applying
(a moral reading implicit in an interpretative approach to ‘law’ and ‘legal prac-
tice’), we must see how these structural principles fit into an overall justificatory
picture of political morality.

As an illustration of a “special structuring” principle, Dworkin gives the
example of a principle of parliamentary supremacy in Britain.73 In this passage,
he points out how, some 50 years before the publication of Justice for
Hedgehogs, law schools in England treated this structuring principle as an
unchallengeable ‘social fact’ of Britain’s legal system. However, if one is aware
of the history, it is clear that this structuring principle was not always considered
an unchallengeable fact (see, for example, Lord Coke’s appeal to natural rights in
the 17th century).74 Further, with the recognition of the importance of human
rights, it is not considered an unchallengeable fact today. Dworkin’s point is that
these structural principles should always be seen not as some unchallengeable
social fact determining a strictly legal vantage point, but as principles in need
of continual justification in the context of a system of other principles of political
morality and new circumstances in life.

Clearly, Dworkin’s own one-system approach introduces a dynamic or tem-
poral element into the striving for justifications for these special structural prin-
ciples of law.75 This means that the structural principles of different legal systems

72. Of course, such processes and structures are challengeable from a moral vantage point (but not
from a strictly legal one), and legislators can appeal to outside moral considerations to alter
some of these law-making and law-applying processes or structures. However, since the
ultimate rule of recognition is itself deemed a customary practice, change of this ultimate rule
or rules of recognition can only happen gradually and beyond the control of any particular
legislator. Thus, the most basic structures affecting the identification of sources for valid
law (crucial to both law-making and law-applying) seem, on the two-system viewpoint, de
facto unchangeable and unchallengeable by legislators at a given time and place.

73. Ibid at 413-14.
74. Here, Dworkin cites the writings of Sir Edward Coke, “Edward Coke’s Reports” in

The Selected Writings of Sir Edward Coke, Vol I (Liberty Fund, 2003).
75. Postema brings a very interesting account of the temporality of law. He focuses on how law

orders time in how it normatively guides rational agents. In the process, he describes how many
legal theorists neglect the temporal dimension of law, and this is certainly the case with many
versions of legal positivism. With respect to Dworkin, he states: “Dworkin’s thought helpfully
directs our attention to law’s temporality, but, like many who discuss the role of time in law, he
calls attention only to law’s apparent obsession with the past, ignoring law’s wider involve-
ment in time’s flow. Moreover, his proposition does little to explain, let alone justify, time’s
role in law’s ordinary mode of operating.” Gerald J Postema, “Time in Law’s Domain” (2018)
31:2 Ratio Juris 160 at 161. Postema is no doubt correct that Dworkin does not focus on the
structuring features of law related to law’s normative guidance of rational beings; instead,
Dworkin focuses much more of his attention on how judges or legal officials applying the
law in cases are part of a dynamic and continuing process of justifying the use of coercion
to enforce rights. Dworkin’s account should focus on structural elements not just crucial to
the application of law by judges, but also structural elements (striving for rule of law principles,
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may differ from one to another (and change at different times in terms of their
relation to other principles of political morality); but the striving to justify the
coercion used by the ‘artificial collective body’with reference to justice, equality,
and liberty is intrinsic to law and its institutionalization of political morality. His
point is not that ‘morality’ is relative to a time and place (a point he explicitly
denies with his arguments for the metaphysical independence of value), but that
the striving to justify our use and practices of coercion by the ‘artificial collective
person’ is compatible with a rethinking and reshaping of structural processes and
principles (for instance, the principle of parliamentary supremacy) in the context
of other political principles over time.

Finally, the fact that social facts and conventions, no doubt, shape our legal
practices and legal obligations does not, by itself, distinguish law from morality
(as some versions of the two-system view would maintain); social facts and
conventions shape our personal moral obligations, too.76 In this way, particular
customary practices and traditions can be seen as realizations of more general
moral and ethical principles in a similar way that a particular institutionalization
of law is a way of realizing more general political principles. Dworkin’s compari-
son of the moral dynamics within a family (with its story of conflicts, the use of
coercion, and the relevance of family history) to the institutionalization of law is
meant to bring out a number of comparisons between law and personal morality
(and thus to deny some versions of the orthodox two-system view).

Both cases involve attempts to justify the use of coercion by some authority.
Both cases involve appeal to past practice or what was done in the past as relevant
for determining what is ‘fair’ now in dealing with a present conflict. In this way,
the appeal to facts about past practice is an appeal to a moral reason and not
merely frustrated expectations.77 Both represent a “dynamic morality,” since,
like law, “as pronouncements are made and enforced on concrete occasions, that
special family morality shifts.”78 In this way, both cases involve ‘structuring prin-
ciples’ and a mutually supporting system of general ethical and moral principles

for instance) for the guidance of people. I do not see anything in Dworkin’s approach that
should make this expanded view of structural features problematic.

76. Dworkin goes into detail about how conventions and social facts can shape our moral obliga-
tions (but conventions or mere social facts do not magically create obligations independently of
a more general moral or ethical responsibility). See Dworkin, supra note 2 at ch 14. In this way,
he sees David Lewis’ famous account of conventions (as both arbitrary and self-perpetuating,
as well as a source of obligations due to the expectations that result) as incomplete (see ibid at
302). He argues: “Not all expectations give rise to rights: we need to know why those generated
by a particular vocabulary or role have special moral power” (ibid). Whether we are dealing
with the case of performative relationships (like the datable and voluntary promises made to
another) or the case of associational relationships (like those of a family or political bonds of
citizenship), the fact that certain facts and conventions shape our obligations does not mean that
these facts/conventions by themselves (independently of more general moral and ethical prin-
ciples) could generate obligations.

77. Dworkin states that “the reasons that you and other members of the family have for deferring to
this history are themselves moral reasons. They draw on principles of fairness that condition
coercion—principles about fair play, fair notice, and a fair distribution of authority, for
instance, that make your family’s distinct history morally pertinent.” Ibid at 408-09.

78. Ibid at 408.
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that are the basis for justifying the use of coercion. But, most fundamentally for
Dworkin’s one-system view, both cases are interpretative in how they treat these
structuring principles and general moral principles in application to specific
cases. Thus, Dworkin acknowledges: “The best interpretation of the structuring
principles may well require that some decision now regretted nevertheless be fol-
lowed as a precedent. Fresh interpretation of these principles might well mitigate
the difference between family and more general morality. But it cannot erase the
difference.”79 Thus, he explicitly acknowledges the possibility of a divide
between what a family’s morality (or institutional law) may require at a given
time and what it ought to require. He sometimes describes this divide as a divide
between integrity and justice.80 But for our purposes, Dworkin is not saying that
the law always is as it ought to be (any more than he is claiming that a family’s
morality always is as it ought to be). However, he concludes: “The family story
nicely illustrates how a distinction between what law is and what it ought to be
can arise as a complexity within morality itself.”81

Although there are challenges for anyone defending Dworkin’s one-system
view of law and morality (and I do not claim to have dealt with all the objections
that could be raised against his views on morality and his interpretative approach),
I hope that I have shown that it is not as easily refutable as Dindjer makes it seem.
I also hope to have shown that there are good reasons for rejecting the orthodox
two-system view of law and morality. I do believe that the problems with this
orthodox two-system view of law and morality are significant and have under-
mined attempts to move forward from old debates within the philosophy of law.
Dworkin’s interpretative approach has the merit of refocusing the debate in
legal theory on the structural features of law—whether we are referring to
the reliance on precedent, or the separation of powers, or the striving for rule
of law principles crucial for the guidance of rational beings. Although
Dworkin’s interpretative approach deals with these structural features of law
with an unabashedly moral and political viewpoint, it holds the promise of
justifying changes to these structural features that will make law a better
realization of what it could be.
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